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Direction (1-5): A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and 

numbers rearrange them following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and 
rearrangement. 

Input: when 19 will you 07 be 40 coming 62 home 100 89 
Step I be when 19 will you 07 40 coming 62 home 100 89 

Step II be 07 when 19 will you 40 coming 62 home 100 89 
Step III be 07 coming when 19 will you 40 62 home 100 89 

Step IV be 07 coming 19 when will you 40 62 home 100 89 
Step V be 07 coming 19 home when will you 40 62 100 89 

Step VI be 07 coming 19 home 40 when will you 62 100 89 
Step VII be 07 coming 19 home 40 when 62 will you 100 89 

Step VIII be 07 coming 19 home 40 when 62 will 89 you 100 
and step VIII is the last step of the arrangement of above input as the intended arrangement is obtained. 

As per rules followed in the above steps. 

Find out in each of following questions the appropriate steps for the given input 
Input: next 57 problem 82 14 trend 02 purchase growth 41 

 
Q1. How many steps would be needed to complete the arrangement?  

(a) V   
(b) VI   

(c) VIII 
(d) VII   

(e) Cannot be determined determine 
 

Q2. What will be the last step of given input? 

(a) growth 02 next 14 problem 41 purchase 57 82 trend.  
(b) growth next problem purchase trend 02 14 41 57 82 

(c) growth 02 next 14 problem 41 purchase 57 trend 82 
(d) growth 82 next 57 purchase 41 problem 14 next 02 

(e) None of these 
 

Q3. What will be the first step of given input? 
(a) 41 purchase 02 trend 14 82 problem 57 next growth 

(b) growth 02 next 57 problem 82 14 trend purchase 41. 
(c) 41 growth next 57 problem 82 14 trend 02 purchase. 

(d) growth next 57 problem 82 14 trend 02 purchase 41 

(e) growth next 57 purchase 82 14 trend 02 problem 41. 

 

Q4. In step III what number or word will be at the 6th position 
from left end? 

(a) purchase   
(b) 14  

(c) problem    
(d)57 

(e) trend 
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Q5. Following the same logic, what word or number will be 5th position from the right end in step 

III of the following input? 

Input: just 14 and value 22 time 5 15 

(a) and    

(b)15   

(c) just    

(d)14  

(e) time 

 

Directions (6-10): A word arrangement machine when given an input line of words rearranges 

them following a particular rule in earn step. The following is an illustration of input and 

rearrangement. 

 

Input : arear doctor zone alter graph element ill bread 

Step I : alter arear doctor graph element ill bread zone 

Step II : arear alter doctor element ill bread zone graph 

Step III: element arear alter ill bread zone graph doctor 

Step IV: ill element arear alter zone graph doctor bread 

Input- earn rear only every old student reason person peon alpha 

 

Q6. Which among the following step is the penultimate step? 

(a) Step-III 

(b) Step-IV 

(c) Step-V 

(d) Step II 

(e) None of these 

 

Q7. How many elements are there between ‘earn’ and ‘reason’ in step-III? 

(a) Five 

(b) Seven 

(c) Six 

(d) Four 

(e) None of these 

 

Q8. Which of the following represents the position of ‘only’ in the step II ?  

(a) Fourth from the right end 

(b) Fourth from the left end 

(c) Third from the left end 

(d) Fifth from the right end 

(e) None of these 
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Q9. Which word would be at the seventh position from the right 

end in the fourth step of the machine output ? 

(a) Earn 

(b) Only 

(c) Every 

(d) Alpha 

(e) None of these 

 

Q10. How many steps would be needed to perform the output ? 

(a) Seven 

(b) Six 

(c) Four 

(d)Five 

(e) None of these 

 

Direction (11-15): A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words 

and numbers rearrange them following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input 

and rearrangement. 

Input: University 23 Alpha 56 Beta 09 Gamma 10 Program 74 Content 81 

Step I Beta 09 University 23 Alpha 56 Gamma 10 Program 74 Content 81 

Step II Alpha 10 Beta 09 University 23 56 Gamma Program 74 Content 81 

Step III Gamma 23 Alpha 10 Beta 09 University 56 Program 74 Content 81 

Step IV Content 56 Gamma 23 Alpha 10 Beta 09 University Program 74 81 

Step V Program 81 Content 56 Gamma 23 Alpha 10 Beta 09 University 74  

Step VI University 74 Program 81 Content 56 Gamma 23 Alpha 10 Beta 09 

and step VI is the last step of the arrangement of above input as the intended arrangement is obtained. As 

per rules followed in the above steps. 

Find out in each of following questions the appropriate steps for the given input 

Input: Agra 90 Mathura 13 Delhi 28 Mumbai 47 Kanpur 69 Chennai 52 

 

Q11. How many steps would be needed to complete the arrangement?  

(a) V 

(b) VI 

(c) VIII 

(d) VII 

(e) Cannot be determined determine 

 

Q12. What will be the last step of given input? 

(a) Mathura 90 Mumbai 52 Kanpur 47 Chennai 69 Delhi 28 Agra 13  

(b) Mathura 90 Mumbai 52 Chennai 69 Kanpur 47 Delhi 28 Agra 13  

(c) Mathura 90 Chennai 69 Kanpur 47 Delhi 28 Agra 13 Mumbai 52 

(d) Mathura 90 Chennai 69 Mumbai 52 Kanpur 47 Delhi 28 Agra 13  

(e) None of these 
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Q13. In which step will “69 Mumbai 52” will appear in the exact sequence? 

(a) Step III 

(b) Step VI 

(c) Step II 

(d) Step V 

(e) step V and step VI 

 

Q14. In step III what number or word will be at the 6th position from left end? 

(a) Chennai   

(b) 13  

(c) Mathura    

(d)52 

(e) Delhi 

 

Q15. What word or number will be 8th position from the right end in step IV?  

(a) Chennai   

(b) 13  

(c) Mathura    

(d)52 

(e) Delhi 

 

Direction (16-20): A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words 

and numbers rearrange them following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input 

and rearrangement. 

Input: 19 test 94 series 41 options 38 show 10 purchase 

Step I show 19 test 94 series 41 options 38 purchase 10 

Step II 19 show 94 series 41 options 38 purchase 10 test 

Step III options 19 show 94 series 41 purchase 10 test 38 

Step IV 41 options 19 show 94 series 10 test 38 purchase 

Step V  series 41 options 19 show 10 test 38 purchase 94 

and step V is the last step of the arrangement of above input as the intended arrangement is obtained. As 

per rules followed in the above steps. 

Find out in each of following questions the appropriate steps for the given input 

Input: 12 determine 01 cannot 56 apple 72 tiffin 83 coffee 

 

Q16. How many steps would be needed to complete the arrangement?  

(a) V   

(b) IV   

(c) VIII 

(d) VII   

(e) Cannot be determined  
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Q17. What will be the position of “cannot” in step III? 

(a) 3rd from the left 

(b) 4th from the left 

(c) 2nd from the right 

(d) 7th from the right 

(e) None of these 

 

Q18. In which step will “tiffin 01 apple” will appear in the exact 

sequence? 

(a) Step III 

(b) Step IV 

(c) All except Step II and III 

(d) Step V 

(e) All except Step I and II 

 

Q19. In step II what number or word will be at the 6th position from left end? 

(a) tiffin   

(b) 12  

(c)cannot    

(d)56 

(e) 83 

 

Q20. What word or number will be 8th position from the right end in step IV?  

(a) Cannot   

(b) 01  

(c)determine    

(d)56 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (21-25): A word arrangement machine when given an input line of words rearranges 

them following a particular rule in earn step. The following is an illustration of input and 

rearrangement. 

 

Input : 18 para 72 errors 34 detection 01 comprehension 

Step I : para 18 72 errors 34 detection comprehension 01 

Step II : 18 para 72 34 detection comprehension 01errors 

Step III: detection 18 para 72 comprehension 01errors 34 

Step IV: 72 detection 18 para 01errors 34 comprehension 

and step IV is the last step of the arrangement of above input as the intended arrangement is obtained. As 

per rules followed in the above steps. 

Find out in each of following questions the appropriate steps for the given input 

Input- 38 clerk 51 design 20 markets 43 replaced 
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Q21. Which among the following step is the penultimate step? 

(a) Step-III 

(b) Step-IV 

(c) Step-V 

(d) Step II 

(e) None of these 

 

Q22. How many elements are there between ‘clerk’ and ‘design’ in step-II? 

(a) Five 

(b) Seven 

(c) Six 

(d) Four 

(e) None of these 

 

Q23. Which of the following represents the position of ‘markets’ in the step II ?  

(a) Fourth from the right end 

(b) Fourth from the left end 

(c) Third from the left end 

(d) Fifth from the right end 

(e) None of these 

 

Q24. Which word would be at the seventh position from the right end in the fourth step of the 

machine output ? 

(a) clerk 

(b) design 

(c) 20 

(d) 51 

(e) None of these 

 

Q25. How many steps would be needed to perform the output ? 

(a) Seven 

(b) Six 

(c) Four 

(d)Five 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (26-30): Study the information carefully and answer the questions given below. 

 

When a word and number arrangement machine is given an input of words and numbers, it arranges them 

following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and its rearrangement.  

Input: movement 06 49 traffic 73 june 91 clasic 

Step I: movement 06 49 73 june 91 clasic traffic 

Step II: 73 movement 06 49 june clasic traffic 91 
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Step III: clasic 73 movement 06 49 traffic 91 june 

Step IV: 06 clasic 73 movement traffic 91 june 49 

Step IV, is the last step of the above arrangement as the intended arrangement is obtained. 

As per the rules followed in the given steps find out the appropriate steps for the given input.  

Input:12 salary increments 83 58 incentive 37 delay  

 

Q26. In which of the following step the elements ’12 salary 58 delay’ found in the same order? 

(a) Step I 

(b) Step IV 

(c) Step V 

(d) Step II 

(e) none of these 

 

Q27. What is the difference between the element which is fourth from left in Step III and first from 

right in Step IV? 

(a) 12 

(b) 27 

(c) 15 

(d) 46 

(e) None of these 

 

Q28. In step II, ‘37’ is related to ‘12’ and ‘increments’ is related to ‘salary’. In the same way ‘delay’ is 

related to? 

(a) incentive 

(b) 12 

(c) 83 

(d) 58 

(e) None of the above 

 

Q29. Which element is exactly between ‘increments’ and ‘58’ in step IV of the given arrangement? 

(a) delay 

(b)12 

(c) 83 

(d) incentive 

(e) salary 

 

Q30. How many steps are required for the final arrangement? 

(a) 6 

(b) none of these 

(c) 4 

(d) 7 

(e) 5 

 


